
Monday
10/01/2018
School Day 32

8:15am - 8:45am
English
Lesson
Review Nouns
Singular and Plural
Nouns pg 90
I can identify nouns
as singular or plural.
I can write plural
forms of nouns.
introduce
teach -s to most
words, -es to words
ending in s, x ch or
sh
practice
Homework
pg 91 A and B

9:10am Opening

9:15am - 10:45am
Reading
Lesson
Coming Distractions
Teacher Read Aloud
Vocabulary in
Context
Developing
Background

Homework
vocab and skill sheet
Standards

LA 4.1 Reading:
Students will learn
and apply reading
skills and strategies
to comprehend text.
LA 4.1.3.b Use word
structure to read text
(e.g., prefixes/
suffixes, syllabication,
derivation).
LA 4.1.4 Fluency:
Students will read a
variety of grade-level
print/digital texts
fluently with
accuracy, appropriate
pace, phrasing, and

Tuesday
10/02/2018
School Day 33

8:10am Opening

8:15am - 8:45am
English
Lesson
Review nouns,
singular and plural
nouns.

Homework
Spiral Review
pg 91 Part C

9:15am - 10:45am
Reading
Lesson
Introduce
comprehension-
comprehension skill
and strategy
Introduce Main
Selection read aloud
and ask questions
review vocabulary
readers
Homework
vocab and skill sheet
Standards

LA 4.1 Reading:
Students will learn
and apply reading
skills and strategies
to comprehend text.
LA 4.1.3.b Use word
structure to read text
(e.g., prefixes/
suffixes, syllabication,
derivation).
LA 4.1.4 Fluency:
Students will read a
variety of grade-level
print/digital texts
fluently with
accuracy, appropriate
pace, phrasing, and
expression to support
comprehension.
LA 4.1.4.a Listen to
and read text of
increasing length

Wednesday
10/03/2018
School Day 34

8:10am Opening

8:15am - 8:45am
English
Lesson
Nouns ending with y
I can identify and
write the correct
plural forms of nouns
that end in -y
bell ringer
teach consonant +y
ies vowel +y s
practice
review
Homework
wkbk 20

9:15am - 10:45am
Reading
Lesson
Review vocab and
main selection re
read
your turn
deepen
comprehension
readers
Homework
vocab and skill sheet
Standards

LA 4.1 Reading:
Students will learn
and apply reading
skills and strategies
to comprehend text.
LA 4.1.3.b Use word
structure to read text
(e.g., prefixes/
suffixes, syllabication,
derivation).
LA 4.1.4 Fluency:
Students will read a
variety of grade-level
print/digital texts
fluently with
accuracy, appropriate
pace, phrasing, and
expression to support
comprehension.

Thursday
10/04/2018
School Day 35

8:10am Opening

8:15am - 8:45am
English
Lesson
More plural nouns
94-95
I can identify nouns
that take special
forms and change to
plural form
bell ringer
teach
practice
revies
Homework
pg 95 A B C

9:15am - 10:45am
Reading
Lesson
review vocab and
main selection
paired selections
vocabulary strategies
readers
Homework
vocab and skill
Standards

LA 4.1 Reading:
Students will learn
and apply reading
skills and strategies
to comprehend text.
LA 4.1.3.b Use word
structure to read text
(e.g., prefixes/
suffixes, syllabication,
derivation).
LA 4.1.4 Fluency:
Students will read a
variety of grade-level
print/digital texts
fluently with
accuracy, appropriate
pace, phrasing, and
expression to support
comprehension.
LA 4.1.4.a Listen to
and read text of

Friday
10/05/2018
School Day 36

8:10am Opening

8:15am - 8:45am
English
Lesson
Quiz over singular
and plural nouns
review first

9:15am - 10:45am
Reading
Lesson
Re read story
review vocab
Homework
test
Standards

LA 4.1 Reading:
Students will learn
and apply reading
skills and strategies
to comprehend text.
LA 4.1.4 Fluency:
Students will read a
variety of grade-level
print/digital texts
fluently with
accuracy, appropriate
pace, phrasing, and
expression to support
comprehension.
LA 4.1.4.b Use
context to adjust
pace and prosody
based on purpose,
text complexity, form,
and style.
LA
4.1.5 Vocabulary:
Students will build
and use
conversational,
academic, and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary.
LA 4.1.5.b Apply
context clues (e.g.,
word, phrase, and
sentence, and
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expression to support
comprehension.
LA 4.1.4.a Listen to
and read text of
increasing length
and/or complexity to
increase reader
stamina.
LA 4.1.4.b Use
context to adjust
pace and prosody
based on purpose,
text complexity, form,
and style.
LA 4.1.5.b Apply
context clues (e.g.,
word, phrase, and
sentence, and
paragraph clues) and
text features to infer
meaning of unknown
words.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.
LA
4.1.6 Comprehension:
Students will
construct meaning by
applying prior
knowledge, using text
information, and
monitoring
comprehension while
reading increasingly
complex grade-level
literary and
informational text.
LA 4.1.6.b Identify
and describe
elements of literary
text (e.g., characters,
setting, plot, point of
view, theme).
LA 4.1.6.f Use text
features to locate
information and
explain how the
information

and/or complexity to
increase reader
stamina.
LA 4.1.4.b Use
context to adjust
pace and prosody
based on purpose,
text complexity, form,
and style.
LA 4.1.5.b Apply
context clues (e.g.,
word, phrase, and
sentence, and
paragraph clues) and
text features to infer
meaning of unknown
words.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.
LA
4.1.6 Comprehension:
Students will
construct meaning by
applying prior
knowledge, using text
information, and
monitoring
comprehension while
reading increasingly
complex grade-level
literary and
informational text.
LA 4.1.6.b Identify
and describe
elements of literary
text (e.g., characters,
setting, plot, point of
view, theme).
LA 4.1.6.f Use text
features to locate
information and
explain how the
information
contributes to an
understanding of print
and digital text.
LA 4.1.6.j Identify
and apply knowledge

LA 4.1.4.a Listen to
and read text of
increasing length
and/or complexity to
increase reader
stamina.
LA 4.1.4.b Use
context to adjust
pace and prosody
based on purpose,
text complexity, form,
and style.
LA 4.1.5.b Apply
context clues (e.g.,
word, phrase, and
sentence, and
paragraph clues) and
text features to infer
meaning of unknown
words.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.
LA
4.1.6 Comprehension:
Students will
construct meaning by
applying prior
knowledge, using text
information, and
monitoring
comprehension while
reading increasingly
complex grade-level
literary and
informational text.
LA 4.1.6.b Identify
and describe
elements of literary
text (e.g., characters,
setting, plot, point of
view, theme).
LA 4.1.6.f Use text
features to locate
information and
explain how the
information
contributes to an
understanding of print

increasing length
and/or complexity to
increase reader
stamina.
LA 4.1.4.b Use
context to adjust
pace and prosody
based on purpose,
text complexity, form,
and style.
LA 4.1.5.b Apply
context clues (e.g.,
word, phrase, and
sentence, and
paragraph clues) and
text features to infer
meaning of unknown
words.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.
LA
4.1.6 Comprehension:
Students will
construct meaning by
applying prior
knowledge, using text
information, and
monitoring
comprehension while
reading increasingly
complex grade-level
literary and
informational text.
LA 4.1.6.b Identify
and describe
elements of literary
text (e.g., characters,
setting, plot, point of
view, theme).
LA 4.1.6.f Use text
features to locate
information and
explain how the
information
contributes to an
understanding of print
and digital text.
LA 4.1.6.j Identify

paragraph clues) and
text features to infer
meaning of unknown
words.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.
LA 4.1.6.b Identify
and describe
elements of literary
text (e.g., characters,
setting, plot, point of
view, theme).
LA 4.1.6.k Select
text and explain the
purpose (e.g., answer
a question, solve
problems, enjoy, form
an opinion,
understand a specific
viewpoint, predict
outcomes, discover
models for own
writing, accomplish a
task).
LA 4.1.6.l Build
background
knowledge and
activate prior
knowledge to identify
text-to-self, text-to-
text, and text-to-world
connections before,
during, and after
reading.
LA 4.1.6.n Make and
confirm/modify
predictions and
inferences before,
during, and after
reading literary,
informational, digital
text, and/or media.

Attachments
Unit1Lesson5.docx

9:15am Spelling
Lesson
Vowel Sounds short
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contributes to an
understanding of print
and digital text.
LA 4.1.6.j Identify
and apply knowledge
of organizational
patterns to
comprehend
informational text
(e.g., sequence,
description, cause
and effect, compare/
contrast, fact/
opinion).

9:15am Spelling
Lesson
Vowel Sounds oo
short and long
I can spell words that
are spelled with the
short vowel sound u-
yoo oo
Intro words and
sounds
Spelling City activity
Complete vocab
sheet in class

Homework
Paste words in
assignment book
3 times

Standards
LA 4.1.3 Word
Analysis: Students
will use knowledge of
phonetic and
structural analysis to
read and write grade-
level text.
LA 4.1.3.a Know
and apply advanced
sound/spelling
patterns (e.g., Anglo-
Saxon common roots
and affixes, vowel
variance, multi-
syllable words) when
reading, writing, and
spelling grade-level

of organizational
patterns to
comprehend
informational text
(e.g., sequence,
description, cause
and effect, compare/
contrast, fact/
opinion).

9:15am Spelling
Lesson
Vowel Sounds
Short u
I can spell words that
contain the vowel
sound short u, yoo
,oo
Chromebook activity

Homework
Which Word
Sentences
Activity cbook
Standards

LA 4.1.3 Word
Analysis: Students
will use knowledge of
phonetic and
structural analysis to
read and write grade-
level text.
LA 4.1.3.a Know
and apply advanced
sound/spelling
patterns (e.g., Anglo-
Saxon common roots
and affixes, vowel
variance, multi-
syllable words) when
reading, writing, and
spelling grade-level
text.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.

12:10pm - 1:00pm

and digital text.
LA 4.1.6.j Identify
and apply knowledge
of organizational
patterns to
comprehend
informational text
(e.g., sequence,
description, cause
and effect, compare/
contrast, fact/
opinion).

9:15am Spelling
Lesson
Vowel Sounds short
u yoo and oo
I can spell words that
contain the vowel
sound u
Chromebook activity

Homework
Cherry Pie
cbook activity

Standards
LA 4.1.3 Word
Analysis: Students
will use knowledge of
phonetic and
structural analysis to
read and write grade-
level text.
LA 4.1.3.a Know
and apply advanced
sound/spelling
patterns (e.g., Anglo-
Saxon common roots
and affixes, vowel
variance, multi-
syllable words) when
reading, writing, and
spelling grade-level
text.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.

and apply knowledge
of organizational
patterns to
comprehend
informational text
(e.g., sequence,
description, cause
and effect, compare/
contrast, fact/
opinion).

9:15am Spelling
Lesson
Vowel Sounds
Short u, yoo oo
I can spell words that
contain the vowel
sound short u
Chromebook Activity

Homework
Heads Up
Cbook activity
study for test
Standards

LA 4.1.3 Word
Analysis: Students
will use knowledge of
phonetic and
structural analysis to
read and write grade-
level text.
LA 4.1.3.a Know
and apply advanced
sound/spelling
patterns (e.g., Anglo-
Saxon common roots
and affixes, vowel
variance, multi-
syllable words) when
reading, writing, and
spelling grade-level
text.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.

12:10pm - 1:00pm

u, yoo and oo
I can spell words that
contain the vowel
sound u
Spelling City Practice
Test ME
Spelling City Test Me

Homework
Test
Standards

LA 4.1.3 Word
Analysis: Students
will use knowledge of
phonetic and
structural analysis to
read and write grade-
level text.
LA 4.1.3.a Know
and apply advanced
sound/spelling
patterns (e.g., Anglo-
Saxon common roots
and affixes, vowel
variance, multi-
syllable words) when
reading, writing, and
spelling grade-level
text.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.

12:10pm - 1:00pm
Math
Lesson
Lesson 28 pg. 168
Multiplication Table
I can use a
multiplication table
to find the product
of 2 factors.
I can identify the
Commutative
Property, Zero
Property, and
Identity Property of
Multiplication.
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text.
LA 4.1.5.c Acquire
new academic and
content-specific
grade-level
vocabulary, relate to
prior knowledge, and
apply in new
situations.

12:10pm - 1:00pm
Math
Lesson
Lesson 25 Write an
equation to find a
missing number in
subtraction word
problems.
Power Up
Mental Math
Problem Solving
Teach and Practice
Homework
Lesson 25 pg. 155
Standards

MA.4.3.3.a Represent
the idea of a variable
as an unknown
quantity using a letter
or a symbol (e.g., n +
3, b - 2)
MA.4.3.3.d Solve
simple one-step
whole number
equations (e.g., x + 2
= 3, 3 * y = 6)

Nebraska Studies
(Social Studies)
Lesson
Giganto Map
Getting to Know NE
how to use map
Standards

SS.4.3.1 Students
will explore where
(spatial) and why
people, places and
environments are
organized in the
state.
SS.4.3.1.a Read
local and state maps

Math
Lesson
Power Up
Chapter Test

2:00pm - 3:00pm
Nebraska Studies
(Social Studies)
Lesson
Art for Stroud
Review symbolsand
maps

Specials
Lesson
Music 1:30-2:00

Notes
Keyboarding
8:35-8:55
Music 1:30-2:00

12:10pm - 1:00pm
Math
Lesson
Lesson 26 pg. 158
Drawing Pictures of
Fractions
I can draw and
shade pictures of
fractions
representing 1/2, 1/
3, 1/4.
Power Up
Mental Math
Problem Solving
teach lesson
practice
Homework
lesson 26 159-161
Standards

MA.4.1.1 Numeric
Relationships:
Students will
demonstrate,
represent, and show
relationships among
fractions and
decimals within the
base-ten number
system.

2:00pm - 3:00pm
Nebraska Studies
(Social Studies)
Lesson
Giganto Map
how to use map
Where Am I?
Standards

SS.4.3.1 Students
will explore where
(spatial) and why
people, places and
environments are
organized in the
state.
SS.4.3.1.a Read
local and state maps
and atlases to locate
physical and human
features in Nebraska.
(e.g., the state of
Nebraska, major
cities in Nebraska,
Lincoln, major rivers

Math
Lesson
Lesson 27 pg. 162
Multiplication as
Repeated Addition,
Time Elapsed
Problems
I can use
multiplication to
show repeated
addition.
I can count forward
or backward on a
clock to solve time
elapsed problems.
Power Up
Mental Math
Problem Solving
teach
practice
Homework
Lesson 27 165-167
Standards

MA.4.2.5.c Solve
problems involving
elapsed time

2:00pm - 3:00pm
Nebraska Studies
(Social Studies)
Lesson
Unit 3 Natural
Nebraska
Lesson 1 Using Our
Land pgs. 44-45
I can define and
identify renewable
and nonrenewable
resources.
read and discuss pgs
44-45
define natural
resources, renewable
and nonrenewable
resources
list 4 things that grow
in NE soil

Homework
wkbk 59 Nebraska's
Resources
Unit Goal
Unit 3 Natural
Nebraska

I can use the
properties to solve
problems.
power up
mental math
problem solving
teach
practice
Homework
pg. 172-174
Standards

MA.4.1.3.e Mentally
compute
multiplication and
division involving
powers of 10

2:45pm - 3:15pm
Nebraska Studies
(Social Studies)
Lesson
Water for Our Land
Lesson 1 pgs. 46-47
review yesterday
I can find Ne major
rivers and lakes on
a map.
I can discuss and
explain the Ogallala
Aquifer.
read and discuss
pgs. 46-47
video on Ogallala
Aquifer
Standards

SS.4.3.6.b Identify
questions that help
explain the
interrelationships of
human or physical
geographic
characteristics of
places (e.g., A
community is located
on a river floodplain
with fertile soil and
water for
transportation,
irrigation, and human
consumption)
SS.4.3.1.a Read
local and state maps
and atlases to locate
physical and human
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and atlases to locate
physical and human
features in Nebraska.
(e.g., the state of
Nebraska, major
cities in Nebraska,
Lincoln, major rivers
including the North
Platte, South Platte,
Platte, Niobrara and
Missouri)
SS.4.3.1.b Apply
map skills to analyze
physical/political
maps of the state
(e.g., utilize grid
systems to find
locations, identify the
location and purpose
of time zones, identify
and locate cities of
the state identify
relative and absolute
locations east/west,
north/south, left/right,
next to)
SS.4.3.1.c Analyze
why things in
Nebraska are located
where they are in
Nebraska (e.g., Why
are large cattle
ranches found in the
Sandhills? Why are
major airports located
near large cities?)
SS.4.3.2.a Identify
criteria used to define
regions within the
state of Nebraska
(e.g., soil, climate,
precipitation,
population,
vegetation, land and
agricultural usage)
SS.4.3.2.b Classify
regions and places
within the state of
Nebraska using
physical and human
features (e.g.,
Sandhills, Pine
Ridge, Loess Hills,
Platte River Valley,

including the North
Platte, South Platte,
Platte, Niobrara and
Missouri)
SS.4.3.1.b Apply
map skills to analyze
physical/political
maps of the state
(e.g., utilize grid
systems to find
locations, identify the
location and purpose
of time zones, identify
and locate cities of
the state identify
relative and absolute
locations east/west,
north/south, left/right,
next to)
SS.4.3.1.c Analyze
why things in
Nebraska are located
where they are in
Nebraska (e.g., Why
are large cattle
ranches found in the
Sandhills? Why are
major airports located
near large cities?)
SS.4.3.2.a Identify
criteria used to define
regions within the
state of Nebraska
(e.g., soil, climate,
precipitation,
population,
vegetation, land and
agricultural usage)
SS.4.3.2.b Classify
regions and places
within the state of
Nebraska using
physical and human
features (e.g.,
Sandhills, Pine
Ridge, Loess Hills,
Platte River Valley,
rural/urban/suburban)
SS.4.3.2.c Identify
and classify regions
(e.g., counties and
cities across
Nebraska)
SS.4.3.4.b Compare

I can define and
identify renewable
and nonrenewable
resources.
I can explain why
Nebraskans depend
on land, soil, wind
and water.
I can label Ne major
rivers and lakes.
I can discuss the
Ogallala Aquifer.
I can identify the Till
and Great Plains
Regions on a map.
I can name the 5
parts of the Great
Plains and list one
unique landform in
each region.
I can name 3
animals that make
their home in NE.
I can explain the
difference between
endangered and
extinct animals.
I can recognize that
we learn about the
land, animals and
people of the past
through clues
archaeologists find.
Standards

SS.4.3.1.a Read
local and state maps
and atlases to locate
physical and human
features in Nebraska.
(e.g., the state of
Nebraska, major
cities in Nebraska,
Lincoln, major rivers
including the North
Platte, South Platte,
Platte, Niobrara and
Missouri)
SS.4.3.1.c Analyze
why things in
Nebraska are located
where they are in
Nebraska (e.g., Why
are large cattle
ranches found in the
Sandhills? Why are

features in Nebraska.
(e.g., the state of
Nebraska, major
cities in Nebraska,
Lincoln, major rivers
including the North
Platte, South Platte,
Platte, Niobrara and
Missouri)

Specials
Lesson
Music 1:30-2:00
Library 2:20-2:40
Notes
Keyboarding
8:35-8:55
PE 1:00-1:50
Library 2:20-2:40
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rural/urban/suburban)
SS.4.3.2.c Identify
and classify regions
(e.g., counties and
cities across
Nebraska)
SS.4.3.4.b Compare
and contrast
population
characteristics of the
state of Nebraska
(e.g., density,
distribution, growth
rates)

Specials
Lesson
Guidance
10:00-10:30
PE 1:00-1:50
Notes
Late Start
PE 1:00-1:50

and contrast
population
characteristics of the
state of Nebraska
(e.g., density,
distribution, growth
rates)

Specials
Lesson
PE 1:00-1:50
Notes
Keyboarding
8:35-8:55
PE 1:00-1:50

major airports located
near large cities?)
SS.4.3.5.c Classify
resources as
renewable or
nonrenewable
resources

Specials
Lesson
Music 1:30-2:00
Notes

Keyboarding
8:35-8:55
Guidance 1:00-1:30
Music 1:30-2:00
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